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BRANDING 

A brand is a name, term, design, symbol, or any
other feature that identifies one organization from

another.

But it is also the mental associations held by people
that add to (or subtract from) the perceived value. 

 



Nonprofits underuse branding because of a lack of
resources, a short-term focus, and a lack of alignment

between image and identity. 

There is a healthy dose of skepticism from the sector.
Don‘t want to “sell ideas the way you sell cereal“

Multiple stakeholders 

 

CHALLENGES



HOW IS NONPROFIT
MARKETING DIFFERENT?

Nonprofit marketing is marketing a product or service that is
not intended to make a monetary profit for the organization

Nonprofits exist to serve a mission - a social cause that is
important to society - rather than only making money.

Nonprofit marketing is about creating and delivering value to
multiple stakeholders - clients, donors, boards, volunteers, and
the community. And others, depending on the purpose

The nature of exchange is different. 

What is marketed is varied. 



Internal branding drivers

Leadership
Connection of staff &

volunteers to the cause
Brand training & internal

communications
Organizational cohesion

External Branding 

Brand identity
Brand image

Brand personality
Brand authenticity

Alignment of internal
and External

Branding

Brand Purpose 



Brand Image

EXTERNAL BRANDING 

Brand Identity Brand Personality Brand Authenticity



EXTERNAL BRANDING CONSTRUCTS 

Brand identity: the brand concept from the perspective of the
organization; designed. Visual and verbal elements01
Brand image: stakeholders perceptions and associations of
the organization02
Brand personality: human characteristics associated with
the brand03
Brand authenticity: match and transparency of people and
brand04



Why a brand exists 
How brand management intends to have a societal
impact
The inspirational and motivational reasons for being, the
higher order it brings to the world
Long term
Central to larger identity rather than tactical 
Transcends profit 
The “why” of the brand

BRAND PURPOSE
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